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DEAD LINKS? NO PROBLEM. 
WE’RE IN THIS TOGETHER. 
Kathryn Lybarger 
OVGTSL 2014 
May 30, 2014 
Slow fires 
§  Concept describing deterioration of print 
collections 
ú  (from Terry Sanders documentary) 
§  Books printed on acidic paper are slowly 
decaying 
§  Paper becomes brittle and breaks 
§  Information is lost 
How to identify? 
§  Target books of a certain age 
§  Scan the shelf 
ú  Broken binding 
ú  Brown paper 
§  Double fold test 
Options for print preservation 
§  De-acidification 
§  Reformatting 
ú  Microfilm 
ú  Digitization 
§  Replacement 
Print books vs. e-books 
§  Print books are relatively static 
§  Print collections are present 
§  Print titles have copies in multiple libraries 
Decay looks different 
Electronic media do have slow fires 
§  Planetary Data Systems division of JPL 
ú  Loss of data from several space missions 
ú  10-20% of tapes had errors in them 
ú  Focus was on collecting data, not saving it 
§  Locations of hazardous waste storage are 
recorded on this same type of media 
  Into the Future: On the Preservation of  
  Knowledge in the Electronic Age 
Ebook problems are different 
§  Similar problems for ebook vendors 
ú  They must preserve the digital data 
§  The problems for libraries are different 
ú  We don’t have an individual copy to maintain 
§  One remote copy that libraries can access 
ú  We must only maintain our catalog 
ú  Adding, deleting, changing records and links 
Ebook collection contents change 
§  Selected titles swap in and out 
ú  (and then back in) 
§  Titles may be replaced with new editions 
§  A vendor may lose rights to a title 
ú  Or all titles from a given publisher 
Ebook links change 
§  A platform migration may change the 
format of its URLs 
 
§  Error correction 
ú  Title information 
ú  Merging multiple copies 
§  (Maintained DOIs help some of this) 
Problems difficult to target 
§  Can be on any platform 
§  Any age of book 
§  Can disappear at any time 
§  You may not be notified 
No shelf to browse 
§  Individual platforms may have A-Z list 
ú  Old titles do not appear broken in this list 
ú  They just do not appear 
ú  This method requires some bookkeeping 
§  Platforms may have “updates” lists 
ú  More often contain only new books 
ú  New editions may mean loss of old 
Symptoms are different 
§  Link death is sudden 
§  Link death is complete 
§  There is nothing “left” to preserve 
ú  (Unless your license specifies it, you are 
probably not allowed to preserve it!) 
Not slow fires, but… 
Links appear live in the catalog 
Until you look too close 
error 
PAGE NOT FOUND 
BAD DOI 
404 
(Why am I on the main 
page?) 
And then the screaming starts… 
Nobody wants that 
This is not a great way to detect 
§  Not systematic 
§  Disappoints a patron 
§  Not reliable 
ú  Patron may not report 
How else to find zombie ebooks? 
Be alerted by the vendor! 
§  Vendor alerted us a week 
ahead of time 
§  Apologized profusely 
§  Replaced with another 
title 
§  (This rarely happens!) 
Check vendor reports 
§  New materials 
§  Discontinuations! 
§  You can leave titles  
    in the catalog until  
    the last moment 
§  (And no later!) 
Look at the site (periodically) 
§  I captured a title 
spreadsheet each 
month 
§  One month, this title 
disappeared 
§  (A new edition was 
available) 
Look at the catalog 
§  You might notice 
strange URLs 
§  IP addresses in URLs 
are very fragile 
§  You can identify them 
with a database 
query 
Look hard at the catalog 
§  Link checking can be 
effective 
§  Some types of 
broken links won’t be 
caught 
§  Some sites may 
require special 
checkers 
 
Directory of 
Financial Aids for 
Women 
 
1999-2001 
 
Gail A. Schlachter 
How to deal with zombie ebooks? 
§  Maybe the link has changed? 
ú  If so, fix it 
§  Maybe a new edition is available? 
ú  If so, catalog that edition 
§  Maybe it’s an error from the vendor? 
ú  If so, contact them 
 
§  Maybe we can get from another vendor? 
ú  If so, look into this 
If no immediate signs of life… 
§  Only one way to be safe 
§  Remove links from the catalog 
§  (Suppress if imminently 
  fixable) 
PURLs / DOIs 
§  PURL – Permanent URL 
§  DOI – Digital Object Identifier 
§  Links designed to put into your catalog 
and never edit again 
§  If address of document changes, the 
change will be made in PURL resolver 
Report broken PURLs 
§  Report to assigning 
agency 
§  Usually fixed quickly 
§  You fix everyone 
else’s catalog at the 
same time! 
Update OCLC 
§  Modify dead links in OCLC 
ú  Leave them in the master record 
ú  Change second indicator to blank 
ú  Add public note 
§  856 4_ ǂu [Dead URI] ǂz This electronic 
address not available when searched on 
[Date] 
Update OCLC (with a Macro) 
§  Mark856Dead macro 
ú  Also Mark856Redirect 
§  Assign to UserTool or hotkey 
§  Run macro while cursor is on the dead link 
§  Available on github 
ú  https://github.com/zemkat/Connexion 
GitHub 
§  Repository for code 
ú  Great for releasing code open source 
ú  Version control 
ú  Collaboration 
§  https://github.com/zemkat/ 
ú  Voyager 
ú  Connexion 
ú  AutoHotkey 
Does this let people know? 
§  OCLC public note is clear 
§  Hard to detect new OCLC notes 
§  856 ǂz is not an indexed field 
ú  Even under keyword index 
§  (I am looking into OCLC WorldShare 
Metadata Collection Manager for this) 
I’ll tell you about this one now… 
§  This title is no longer 
available from 
Springer 
§  It was in my catalog 
until recently 
§  254 institutions still 
have holdings on the 
record 
Wanted posters blog 
§  http://zombie-ebooks.tumblr.com/ 
Using the blog 
§  Do you use OCLC?  
ú  Click through and check 
§  Or, search for titles in your catalog 
 
§  If so, does your link work? 
§  (Tag posts by platform?) 
Records might be okay 
§  You might have the 
link from another 
vendor 
§  You may be able to 
fix the link (or maybe 
it is okay already) 
§  Link may have been 
restored 
Submissions (individual books) 
Submissions (more) 
§  Spreadsheets 
§  Sources of title / discontinuation lists 
Zombie ebooks database 
§  Now populated with dead links from 
multiple platforms: 
ú  Films on Demand 
ú  Government documents 
ú  Knovel 
ú  McGraw-Hill (Access Medicine, etc.) 
ú  Oxford Scholarship Online 
ú  Springer 
ú  (and more) 
How should I share raw data? 
§  Periodic spreadsheets? 
§  RSS feeds? 
§  API? 
§  Twitter? 
Other tools 
§  Database queries 
ú  Find records with links containing an IP 
address 
ú  Find records with URLs matching a known bad 
string 
§  Voyager queries available: 
ú  https://github.com/zemkat/Voyager 
 
Gather – collect periodic title list 
§  Small script 
ú  Pull A-Z title/URL list from web site 
ú  Format nicely (one per line) 
ú  Sort for easy comparison 
ú  Compare with last month 
§  Different per vendor 
ú  Some examples on github 
ú  https://github.com/zemkat/zbooks 
Gather output (using vimdiff) 
Add other platforms? 
§  Ask me J 
§  Read one of the scripts (they are short) 
§  Text manipulation tools: 
ú  vimdiff – powerful editing, comparison 
ú  curl – pull web pages 
ú  grep – pattern matching 
ú  sed – string manipulation 
Your own personal zombies 
§  Title may still exist on 
the platform, but you 
no longer have access 
§  (just as undead as far 
as your patrons are 
concerned) 
§  Can be detected with 
similar tools 
Any questions? 
Contact information 
§  Kathryn Lybarger 
§  Kathryn.Lybarger@uky.edu 
§  Twitter: @zemkat 
§  Blogs: 
ú  http://zombie-ebooks.tumblr.com 
ú  http://problem-cataloger.tumblr.com 
ú  http://library-computer.tumblr.com 
Credits 
Most zombie images 
from: 
     Warm bodies (2013) 
 
(For a zombie re-telling of 
Romeo and Juliet, is 
better than you’d expect) 
 
Brittle books image from 
Cornell CHLA. 
